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PETITIONERS’ EMERGENCY APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL      
RELIEF IN THE FORM OF A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION UNDER      

PA. R.A.P. 1532 
 

Petitioners, by counsel, hereby move pursuant to Rule 1532 of the 

Pennsylvania Rules of Appellate Procedure for special relief on an emergency 

basis in the form of a preliminary injunction enjoining enforcement of Section 2.A. 

of the December 10, 2020 Order directing limited-time mitigation issued by 

Pennsylvania’s Governor which prohibits in-person indoor dining at businesses in 

the retail food services industry, including, but not limited to, bars, restaurants, 

breweries, wineries, distilleries, social clubs, and private catered events. 

              
BACKGROUND 

 
1. Petitioner Another Bar, LLC is a limited liability company doing 

business within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Berks County,  

2. Petitioner Another Bar, LLC conducts business as Barrel & Ale, a bar 

and restaurant situated at 961 N. Reading Avenue, Boyertown, PA 19512. 

3. Petitioner Keep Dreaming, LLC is a limited liability company doing 

business within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Berks County. 

4. Petitioner Keep Dreaming, LLC conducts business as Iezzis on 3rd, a 

bar and restaurant situated at 61 S. Reading Avenue, Boyertown, PA 19512. 

5. Petitioner WGI Holdings II, LLC is a limited liability company doing 

business within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Berks County. 
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6. Petitioner WGI Holdings II, LLC conducts business as BlackJax 

American Pub & Grill, a bar and restaurant situated at 668 Ben Franklin Highway 

East, Birdsboro, PA 19508.  

7. Petitioner L&M Tavern, Inc. is a corporation doing business within the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Dauphin County. 

8. Petitioner L&M Tavern, Inc. conducts business as The Westy Bar and 

Grill, a bar and restaurant situated at 279 West State Street, Harrisburg, PA  19526. 

9. Petitioner Chios Associates Inc. is a corporation doing business within 

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Berks County. 

10. Petitioner Chios Associates Inc. conducts business as Deluxe 

Restaurant, a bar and restaurant situated at 2295 Lancaster Pike, Shillington, PA  

19607. 

11. Petitioner Doc Watsons, LLC is a limited liability company doing 

business within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Montgomery 

County. 

12. Petitioner Doc Watsons, LLC conducts business as Doc’s Irish Pub, a 

bar and restaurant situated at 1180 East Philadelphia Avenue, Gilbertsville, PA  

19525. 
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13. Petitioner Harvest Restaurant Holdings, LLC is a limited liability 

company doing within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in 

Montgomery, Dauphin, Lackawanna, Bucks, Delaware, and Lancaster Counties. 

14. Petitioner Harvest Restaurant Holdings, LLC conducts business as 

Harvest Seasonal Grill & Wine Bar, a bar and restaurant at multiple locations as 

aforesaid. 

15. Petitioner The Works at Wyomissing, LLC is a limited liability 

company doing business within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in 

Berks County. 

16. Petitioner The Works at Wyomissing, LLC conducts business as The 

Works, a bar and restaurant situated at 1109 Bern Road, Wyomissing, PA  19610. 

17. Petitioner Randa Enterprises, Inc. is a corporation doing business 

within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Montgomery County. 

18. Petitioner Randa Enterprises, Inc. conducts business as Tonelli’s Pizza 

Pub, a bar and restaurant situated at 278 Easton Road, Horsham, PA  19044. 

19. Petitioner Saloon 151 LLC is a limited liability company doing 

business within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically in Chester County. 

20. Petitioner Saloon 151 LLC conducts business as Saloon 151, a bar and 

restaurant situated at 151 West Gay Street, West Chester, PA  19380. 
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21. Petitioner Marchwood 3 LLC is a limited liability company doing 

business within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically Chester County. 

22. Petitioner Marchwood 3 LLC conducts business as Marchwood 

Tavern, a bar and restaurant situated at 3 Marchwood Rood, Exton, PA  19341. 

23. Petitioner Chester County Pub Company is a corporation doing 

business without the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, specifically Chester County. 

24. Petitioner Chester County Pub Company conducts business as 

Kildare’s West Chester, a bar and restaurant situated at 18 West Gay Street, West 

Chester, PA  19380. 

25. Respondent Thomas Westerman Wolf (“Governor Wolf”) is the duly 

elected and serving Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and sued in 

that official capacity as the issuer of the Executive Order, which is the subject of this 

action.   

26. Governor Wolf’s office is located in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 

27. Respondent Rachel Levine, MD, named in her official capacity (“Dr. 

Levine”), is the Secretary of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of 

Health and is accorded authority to protect the health of the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania and its residents. 

28. Dr. Levine’s office is located in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
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29. On December 10, 2020, Governor Wolf issued an Order directing 

limited-time mitigation (“Order”).  A true and correct copy of the Order is attached 

hereto as Exhibit “A” and made a part hereof. 

30. The Order took effect on 12:01 a.m. on December 12, 2020, a mere 

forty-eight hours after issuance thereby according very little notice, and remains in 

effect until 8:00 a.m. on January 4, 2021.  See Ex. “A,” at 4. 

31. The third recital of the Order indicates that the Order was issued 

pursuant to §7301(a) of the Emergency Management Services Code, 35 Pa. C.S. 

§7301(a). 

32. The fifth recital of the Order indicates that the Order is predicated upon, 

inter alia, “extraordinary responsibility […] to issue, amend and rescind executive 

orders, proclamations and regulations [.]”  See id., at 1. 

33. The sixth recital of the Order states, “the Secretary of Health may order 

general control measures, including, but not limited to, closure, isolation, and 

quarantine [.]”  See id. 

34. The seventh recital of the Order indicates that “a second wave of 

COVID-19 bases began in the summer months [.]”  See id. 

35. The eighth recital of the Order acknowledges that previous efforts 

including, but not limited to, mandatory closures of businesses have not been 

successful at controlling the pandemic.  See id. 
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36. The eighth recital of the Order states (in pertinent part): “taking action 

to prevent that spread [of COVID-19] while continuing to allow for necessary 

resumption of economic and social activity requires the Commonwealth to take steps 

to minimize the danger to Pennsylvanians as a result of participating in that activity 

[.]”  See id. 

37. The ninth recital of the Order indicates that “immediate action is 

required to mitigate the imminent spread of the disease, and associated health 

hazards presented by COVID-190 [sic]” (see id.) notwithstanding the Order’s 

acknowledgement in the immediately preceding recital that the second wave of 

COVID-19 cases began a number of months ago. 

38. The Order is devoid of citations to any precise data, research, reports, 

or other materials to substantiate the recitals therein. 

39. Under Section 2 of the Order, Governor Wolf directs the following: 

A. All in-person indoor dining at businesses in the retail food 
services industry, including, but not limited to, bars, 
restaurants, breweries, wineries, distilleries, social clubs, 
and private catered events is prohibited.   

 
B. Outdoor dining, take-out food service and take-out alcohol 

sales are permitted and may continue, subject to any 
limitations or restrictions imposed by Pennsylvania law, 
or this or any other Order issued by me or the Secretary of 
Health. 

 
See id., at 3. 
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INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

40. Petitioners are seeking injunctive relief as a result of violations of the 

United States Constitution and Pennsylvania Constitution, and because no adequate 

remedy at law is available.   

A. APPLICABLE STANDARDS 

41. Pursuant to Pa. R.A.P. 1532(a), this Court may order special relief, 

including a preliminary or special injunction "in the interest of justice and 

consistent with the usages and principles of law." The standard for obtaining a 

preliminary injunction under this rule is the same as that for a grant of a 

preliminary injunction pursuant to the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Shenango Valley Osteopathic Hasp. v. Dep't of Health, 451 A.2d 434, 439 (Pa. 

1982); Commonwealth ex rel. Pappert v. Coy, 860 A.2d 1201, 1204 (Pa. 

Commw. Ct. 2004). Preliminary injunctive relief may be granted at any time 

following the filing of a Petition for Review. See Pa. R.A.P. 1532(a). 

42. A preliminary injunction is warranted if: (1) relief is necessary to 

prevent immediate and irreparable harm; (2) greater injury will occur from 

refusing to grant the injunction than from granting it; (3) the injunction will restore 

the parties to the status quo as it existed before the alleged wrongful conduct; (4) 

the petitioner is likely to prevail on the merits; (5) the injunction is reasonably 

suited to abate the offending activity; and (6) the public interest will not be harmed 
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if the injunction is granted. Brayman Const. Corp. v. Com., Dep 't of Transp., 13 

A.3d 925, 935 (Pa. 2011); see also Summit Towne Ctr., Inc. v. Shoe Show of Rocky 

Mount, Inc., 828 A.2d 995, 1001 (Pa. 2003).  

B. GUARANTEE OF EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE UNITED 
STATES CONSTITION 

 
43. The United States Constitution is the “supreme law of the land [.]”  U.S. 

CONST., art. VI, cl. 2. 

44. The Fourteenth Amendment to the Unites States Constitution accords 

equal protection of the laws to all persons, which means that all persons similarly 

situated be treated alike.  U.S. CONST., amend. XIV, §1; City of Cleburne, Texas, et 

al. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., Inc., et al., 473 U.S. 432, 439 (1985) citing Plyler, et al. 

v. Doe, et al. 457 U.S. 202, 216 (1982). 

45. Since ratification of the Unites States Constitution, three standards have 

arisen governing application of the equal protection clause.  Classifications 

involving race, alienage, or national origin are subject to “strict scrutiny and will be 

sustained only if they are suitably tailored to serve a compelling state interest.”  City 

of Cleburne, Texas, supra., at 440 citing Graham, et al. v. Richardson, et al., 403 

U.S. 365 (1971); McLaughlin, et al. v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 192 (1964).  

Classifications based on gender are subject to a heightened standard of review: they 

must be substantially related to a sufficiently important government interest.  City of 

Cleburne, Texas, supra., at 440-1 citing Mississippi Univ. for Woman, et al. v. 

http://const.corp.v.com/
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Hogan, 458 U.S. 718 (1982).  In this case, the Order involves public health or social 

welfare, which is subject to the third, and lesser, standard:  

[A] State does not violate the Equal Protection Clause merely because 
the classifications made by its laws are imperfect.  If the classification 
has some ‘reasonable basis,’ it does not offend the Constitution simply 
because the classification ‘is not made with mathematical nicety or 
because in practice it results in some inequity.’ 

 
Schweiker, supra., at 235 citing Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas Co., 220 U.S. 61, 

78 (1911) and Dandridge, et al. v. Williams, et al., 397 U.S. 471, 485 (1970).  

46. However, “[t]he State may not rely on a classification who relationship 

to an asserted goal is so attenuated as to render the distinction arbitrary or irrational.”  

City of Cleburne, Texas, supra., at 446. 

C. GURANTEE OF EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE 
PENNSYLVANIA CONSTITUTION 

 
47. The Pennsylvania Constitution states the following (in pertinent part): 

§1.  Inherent rights of mankind. 

   All men are born equally free and independent, and have 
certain inherent and indefeasible rights, among which are those 
of enjoying and defending life and liberty, of acquiring, 
possessing and protecting property and reputation, and of 
pursuing their own happiness. 

 
§26.  No discrimination by Commonwealth and its political 
subdivisions. 
 

Neither the Commonwealth nor any political subdivision thereof 
shall deny to any person the enjoyment of any civil right, nor 
discriminate against any person in the exercise of any civil right. 
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48. “The equal protection provisions of the Pennsylvania Constitution are 

analyzed […] under the same standards used by the United States Supreme Court 

when reviewing equal protection claims under the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution.”  Love v. Borough of Stroudsburg, 528 Pa. 320, 325, 597 

A.3d 1137 (1991) citing James v. Southeastern Pa. Transp. Auth., 505 Pa. 137, 145, 

477 A.2d 1302, 1305-6 (1984). 

D. APPLICATION OF RATIONAL BASIS STANDARD 

49. All of the establishments that Petitioners own and operate fall within 

the definition of “restaurants” and/or “bars” covered by the Order. 

50. The website of the Pennsylvania Department of Health expressly 

represents to the public: “The administration’s decisions surrounding the managing 

of the COVID-19 pandemic are data-driven, literature-based and follow established 

public health practices. The department uses statewide and national data as well as 

peer-reviewed literature, and guidance from the CDC and White House when 

making public health decisions. Decisions are based on science and facts.”  See << 

https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Cases.aspx>>. 

51. Yet, none of the December 2020 Carnegie Mellon University Risk-

Based Decision Support Tools (reports) available on the website of the 

Pennsylvania Department of Health contain any data about Pennsylvania 

restaurants and bars.  See << https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-

https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Cases.aspx
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-01-2020.pdf
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content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-01-

2020.pdf>>; << https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-

Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-03-2020-2.pdf>>; << 

https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-

Decision-Support-Tool-12-8-2020.pdf>>; <<https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-

content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-10-

2020.pdf>>; << https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-

Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-15-2020.pdf>>. 

52. Simply put, the Order is not predicated on any findings, research, or 

data that Pennsylvania restaurants and/or bars have higher rates of infection than 

other Pennsylvania businesses. 

53. Contrary to the Order, there exists evidence indicating that restaurants 

and bars have low rates of infection.  See, e.g., << 

https://delawarevalleyjournal.com/two-county-officials-confirm-contact-tracing-

showed-little-covid-19-spread-in-restaurants/>> (Montgomery County 

Chairwoman Dr. Valerie Arkoosh explains that there is “almost no [COVID-19] 

transmission in restaurants” and Bucks County Health Department Director reports 

“very limited spread in restaurants”). 

54. In a sister jurisdiction, New York’s governor has reported that 

“private gatherings account for the vast majority of new statewide cases, while less 

https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-01-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-01-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-03-2020-2.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-03-2020-2.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-8-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-8-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-10-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-10-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-10-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-15-2020.pdf
https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CMU-Risk-Based-Decision-Support-Tool-12-15-2020.pdf
https://delawarevalleyjournal.com/two-county-officials-confirm-contact-tracing-showed-little-covid-19-spread-in-restaurants/
https://delawarevalleyjournal.com/two-county-officials-confirm-contact-tracing-showed-little-covid-19-spread-in-restaurants/
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than 2 percent are coming from bars and restaurants.”  Natalie Colarossi, 

Restaurants and Bars Account for Less Than 2 Percent of New COVID-19 Cases in 

New York, NEWSWEEK (Dec. 11, 2020 at 2:39 P.M.), https:// 

https://www.newsweek.com/restaurants-bars-account-less-2-percent-new-covid-

19-cases-new-york-1554206.  

55. Crucially, Dr. Levine has disclosed that the Commonwealth does not 

have reliable contact tracing data for Pennsylvania restaurants, which indicates that 

the Order is not predicated on data collected from Pennsylvania restaurants.  See 

<< https://patch.com/pennsylvania/norristown/257-pa-businesses-defy-gov-wolfs-

covid-19-mitigation-orders>>. 

56. Despite the Order’s mandate that “immediate action is required to 

mitigate the imminent spread of the disease, and associated health hazards presented 

by COVID-190 [sic],” the Order is discriminatory in that it arbitrarily targets certain 

limited categories of businesses and completely ignores the fact that person-to-

person contact occurs frequently in other types of business (viz., retail 

establishments, professional offices, and industrial workplaces). 

57. There is no rational basis for treating Petitioners differently than other 

types of businesses (viz., retail establishments, professional offices, and industrial 

workplaces) where there is significant person-to-person contact and even blatant 

https://www.newsweek.com/restaurants-bars-account-less-2-percent-new-covid-19-cases-new-york-1554206
https://www.newsweek.com/restaurants-bars-account-less-2-percent-new-covid-19-cases-new-york-1554206
https://patch.com/pennsylvania/norristown/257-pa-businesses-defy-gov-wolfs-covid-19-mitigation-orders
https://patch.com/pennsylvania/norristown/257-pa-businesses-defy-gov-wolfs-covid-19-mitigation-orders
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disregard for social distancing, which is happening constantly at large retail and 

grocery chains. 

58. Bars and restaurants, including those operated by Petitioners, are 

equally as capable as any other businesses in imposing social distancing measures, 

increasing sanitation and cleaning, and otherwise engaging in safe behavior such that 

in-person dining could continue through the holidays. 

59. In fact, Petitioners have made significant capital investments in, inter 

alia, sanitizing materials, face masks, employee training, disposable silverware and 

cups, and/or plexiglass barriers in order to create safe environments for employees 

and patrons.   

60. There is no rational basis for issuance of the Order during the December 

holidays, while the Order itself acknowledges an increase in COVID-19 cases 

several months beforehand. 

61. Quite frankly, previous lockdown and isolationist policies of 

Respondents to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 have been unsuccessful, as 

acknowledged by the eighth recital of the Order; however, instead of devising new 

and/or outside-the-box solutions, Respondents continue to implement lockdown 

measures expecting different results, which is not only arbitrary and capricious, but 

downright irrational. 
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62. There is no rational basis for giving preferential treatment to other types 

of businesses. 

63. Accordingly, treating Petitioners in a patently different manner than 

other businesses by restricting only their operations in a discriminatory manner 

without sufficient and reliable supporting scientific and/or medical bases constitutes 

equal protection violations of the United States Constitution and Pennsylvania 

Constitution.   

64. Though Governor Wolf claims in the Order that he has the ability “to 

issue, amend and rescind executive orders, proclamations and regulations” (see Ex. 

“A,” at 1), this power is not absolute or unfettered and he unequivocally does not 

have the authority to sidestep the United States Constitution in any manner. 

65. The Supremacy Clause invalidates state laws that “‘that interfere with 

or are contrary to’ federal law.”  New Jersey Payphone Assoc’n, Inc. v. Town of West 

New York, 299 F.3d 235, 241-2 (2002) citing Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1, 22 U.S. 

1, 211, 6 L.Ed. 23 (1824).  This pre-emption covers all laws; there is no exclusion 

for public health measures.  Cf., Planned Parenthood Assoc’n, et al. v. Fitzpatrick, 

et al., 401 F. Supp. 554 (1975) (certain sections of Pennsylvania’s Abortion Control 

Act, 35 P.S. § 6601 et seq., were declared unconstitutional). 

66. Petitioners have been and will continue to be deprived of their right to 

equal protection under the law if the Order remains in force. 
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67. Since December 12, 2020, through the filing of this Complaint, the 

Order has prohibited Petitioners’ establishments from operating indoor dining 

resulting in mass layoffs right before the holiday season.  Petitioners generally 

experience an uptick in business the last three weeks of December due to holiday 

celebrations and college students being on winter break.  Petitioner Harvest 

Restaurant Holdings, LLC, in particular, discarded approximately $24,000.00 in 

inventory and cancelled approximately 240 reservations translating to lost revenues 

of approximately $30,000.00.  Due to the immediately disastrous economic effect of 

this prohibition on these small businesses and their staff, this Application is being 

filed as an emergency. 

68. With respect to layoffs, Petitioners collectively have been forced to lay 

off well over 150 employees, causing them to have to apply for public benefits and 

adding more individuals to the unemployment rolls.   

69. While Respondents may claim that Petitioners are able to continue 

limited operations such as carry-out, drive-through, and/or home deliveries, 

prevention of indoor dining does, in fact, adversely impact Petitioners’ revenues.  

Revenues from carry-out, drive-through, and/or home deliveries, in which one 

Petitioner earned less than $100.00 per night, are woefully insufficient to cover 

losses from the current and previous governmental bans on indoor dining.  Already 

this year, Petitioners collectively have experienced losses aggregating over 
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$7,000,000.00, which translates to significantly less federal, state, and local taxes 

being paid as compared to last year.   

70. Injunctive relief is appropriate as the Order prohibits Petitioners from 

engaging in their ordinary occupation, causing loss of salaries and pay to employees 

and their families (particularly right before the holidays), and presents a substantial 

impairment of economic activity constituting a manifest threat of irreparable harm 

sufficient to invoke the equity jurisdiction of this Court.  

71. Additionally, injunctive relief is appropriate in that Petitioners have 

suffered, are suffering, and will continue to suffer irreparable harm because the 

unconstitutional restrictions contained in the Order are depriving Petitioners of their 

constitutional right to work and enjoy the fruits of their labor.  

72. Moreover, Petitioners have serious, well-founded reservations as to 

whether Governor Wolf will allow the prohibition against indoor dining to actually 

terminate on January 4, 2021.1   

73. Petitioners have no adequate remedy at law. 

 
1 Previously, Governor Wolf directed Pennsylvanians to observe social distancing requirements.  
Soon thereafter, Governor Wolf was filmed congregating with protestors in blatant violation of 
his own social distancing mandates.  In addition, Governor Wolf has allowed rioting and looting 
to occur in Pennsylvania tacitly fostering numerous unsafe environments in which COVID-19 
could have spread.  None of the Petitioners ever allowed such unsafe environments to be created, 
yet they, along with all other Pennsylvania restaurants and bars, are the ones being penalized by 
Governor Wolf. 
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74. The requested injunctive relief is reasonably suited to abate the 

offending activity in this case, which is the in-dining restriction on Petitioners 

imposed by the Order. 

 WHEREFORE, for all of the foregoing reasons and those alleged in the 

Petition for Review, Petitioners respectfully request that this Honorable Court grant 

their Emergency Application for Special Relief in the Form of a Preliminary 

Injunction and enter an order enjoining Respondents, their agents, servants, and 

officers, and others, from prohibiting in-person indoor dining at businesses in the 

retail food services, including, but not limited to, bars, restaurants, breweries, 

wineries, distilleries, social clubs, and private catered events. 

      Respectfully submitted, 
 
Dated: 12-18-20   By:  /s/ Paul A. Bauer, III, Esquire 
      Attorney ID No. 66709 

Bauer & Associates, Ltd. 
94 Willow Road 
Pottstown, PA  19464 
Telephone: (610) 624-6800 
Email: paul.bauer@pottstownattorney.com  

 
    By:  /s/ M. Troy Freedman, Esquire 

       Attorney ID No. 85165 
      Richard M. Squire & Associates, LLC 

115 West Avenue, Suite 104 
Jenkintown, PA 19046 
Telephone: (215) 886-8790 
Fax: (215) 886-8791 
Email: tfreedman@squirelaw.com  
Attorneys for Petitioners 

  

mailto:paul.bauer@pottstownattorney.com
mailto:tfreedman@squirelaw.com
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

I certify that this filing complies with the provisions of the Public Access 

Policy of the Unified Judicial System of Pennsylvania: Case Records of the 

Appellate and Trial Courts that require filing confidential information and 

documents differently than non-confidential information and documents. 

Submitted by: Counsel for Petitioners 

Signature: /s/ M. Troy Freedman 

Name: M. Troy Freedman 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, M. Troy Freedman, Esquire, hereby certify that on this date, I caused a 

true and correct copy of the foregoing document titled PETITIONERS’ 

EMERGENCY APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL RELIEF IN THE FORM 

OF A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION UNDER PA. R.A.P. 1532 together with 

all supporting materials thereto, to be served via overnight mail to Respondents at 

the following addresses: 

Office of the Governor 
508 Main Capitol Building 
Harrisburg, PA  17120 
 
Pennsylvania Department of Health 
Health and Welfare Building 
8th Floor West, 625 Forster Street 
Harrisburg, PA  17120 

Pennsylvania Office of the Attorney General 
Strawberry Square, Fl. 16 
Harrisburg, PA 17120 

Dated: 12-18-20    By: /s/ M. Troy Freedman, Esquire 
      Attorney for Petitioners 
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ORDER OF 
THE GOVERNOR OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA  

DIRECTING LIMITED-TIME MITIGATION 
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F_RcR[aV\[sQRPYN_RQ aUR P\_\[NcV_b` QV`RN`R -+,4 %i9EK@;-,4j& N ]N[QRZVP6 N[Qs

WHEREAS, the COVID-19 pandemic has created a national emergency in the United 
HaNaR` \S 7ZR_VPN6 N[Qs

L?<G<7H's]b_`bN[a a\ `RPaV\[ 2.+,%N& \S aUR <ZR_TR[Pf CN[NTRZR[a HR_cVPR` 9\QR' 
.0 FN) 9)H) h 2.+,%N&'s@ NZ charged with the responsibility to address dangers facing the 
9\ZZ\[dRNYaU \S FR[[`fYcN[VNs%i9\ZZ\[dRNYaUj&saUNa _R`bYa S_\Z QV`N`aR_`6sN[Qs

WHEREAS, \[sCN_PU 1' -+-+'s]b_`bN[a a\ `RPaV\[ 2.+,%P& \S aUR <ZR_TR[Pf 
Management Services Code, 35 Pa. C.S. § 2.+,%P&'s@ ]_\PYNVZRQ aUR ReV`aR[PR \S N QV`N`aR_ 
RZR_TR[Pf aU_\bTU\ba aUR 9\ZZ\[dRNYaUsN` N _R`bYa \S 9EK@;-19, and further extended the 
disaster emergency by Amendment on June 3, 2020, August 31, 2020, and November 24, 
20206sN[Qs

WHEREAS, in executing aUR Rea_N\_QV[N_fs_R`]\[`VOVYVafs\baYV[RQ NO\cR' @ NZ 
authorized during a disaster emergency to issue, amend and rescind executive orders, 
proclamations and regulations and those directives shall have the force and effect of 
YNds]b_`bN[a a\s.0sFN) 9)H) h 2.+,%O&6 N[Qsss

WHEREAS, in addition to my authority, the Secretary of Health may order general 
control measures, including, but not limited to, closure, isolation, and quarantine; and  

WHEREAS, this authority is granted to the Secretary of Health pursuant to 
Pennsylvania law. See section 5 of the Disease Prevention and Control Law, 35 P.S. § 521.5; 
sections 2102(a) and 2106 of the Administrative Code of 1929, 71 P.S. §§ 532(a), and 536; and 
aUR ;R]N_aZR[a \S ?RNYaUk` _RTbYNaV\[` Na -3 FN) 9\de §§ 27.60-27.68 (relating to disease 
control measures; isolation; quarantine; movement of persons subject to isolation or 
quarantine; and release from isolation and quarantine). Particularly, the Department of Health 
has the authority to take any disease control measure appropriate to protect the public from the 
spread of infectious disease. See 35 P.S. § 521.5; 71 P.S. §§ 532(a), and 1403(a); 28 Pa. Code § 
-2)1+6 N[Qss

WHEREAS, following an initial curtailing of COVID-19 spread due to the 
Commonwealthk` ZVaVTNaV\[ RSS\_a`' N `RP\[Q dNcR \S 9EK@;-19 cases began in the summer 
Z\[aU`6 N[Qs
s

WHEREAS, despite all efforts taken to date, the pandemic continues to spread, and 
taking action to prevent that spread while continuing to allow for necessary resumption of 
economic and social activity requires the Commonwealth to take steps to minimize the danger 
a\ FR[[`fYcN[VN[` N` N _R`bYa \S ]N_aVPV]NaV[T V[ aUNa NPaVcVaf6 N[Qss

WHEREAS, further immediate action is required to mitigate the imminent spread of the 
disease, and associated health hazards presented by COVID-190, and to enforce the protections 
necessary to support the response of the Commonwealth to the threat of COVID-19; and 

s
L?<G<7H'sN` \S December 10' -+-+'saUR 9\ZZ\[dRNYaU UN`s457,289 positive cases of 

COVID-,4sV[ NYY `Veaf-`RcR[ P\b[aVR` N[Qs12,010sQRNaU` S_\Z 9EK@;-,46 N[Qs
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L?<G<7H'saUR 9\ZZ\[dRNYaU V` [\d _RP\_QV[T QNVYf 9EK@;-19 cases and 
hospitalizations in greater numbers than at any other time during this pandemic; anQs

WHEREAS, in addition to my general powers, during a disaster emergency I am 
authorized specifically to:  

' suspend any regulatory statute prescribing the procedures for conduct of 
Commonwealth business, or the orders, rules or regulations of any Commonwealth 
agency if strict compliance with the provisions of any statute, order, rule or 
regulation would in any way prevent, hinder or delay necessary action in coping with 
the emergency;   
' utilize all resources of the Commonwealth and each political subdivision as 
reasonably necessary;   
' transfer the direction, personnel, or functions of Commonwealth agencies or 
units thereof for performing or facilitating emergency services;   
' direct and compel the evacuation of all or part of the population from any 
stricken or threatened area;   
' control ingress and egress to and from a disaster area and the movement of 
persons within the area and the occupancy of premises therein;   
'  suspend or limit the sale, dispensing, or transportation of alcoholic beverages, 
firearms, explosives, and combustibles. 35 Pa. C.S. § 7301(f).  

NOW, I?<G<=EG<'spursuant to the authority vested in me and my Administration by 
aUR YNd` \S aUR 9\ZZ\[dRNYaU \S FR[[`fYcN[VN' @ Q\ UR_ROf EG;<G N[QsFGE9B7@CsN` 
S\YY\d`5s

Section 1: ;RSV[VaV\[`s
s

i<ea_NPb__VPbYN_ NPaVcVaVR`j ZRN[` c\Yb[aN_f NPaVcVaVR` ̀ ]\[`\_RQ' N]]_\cRQ \_ ]R_ZVaaRQ 
by a school entity or local education agency or an organization sanctioned by the local 
education agency other than sports and athletics, and include, but are not limited to, 
preparation for and involvement in public performances, contests, demonstrations, 
QV`]YNf`' N[Q PYbO NPaVcVaVR`)s =\_ ]b_]\`R` \S aUV` E_QR_' Rea_NPb__VPbYN_ NPaVcVaVR` 
include activities involving the physical presence of persons from the same state or from 
\aUR_ `aNaR`)s

s
i>NaUR_V[T` N[Q RcR[a`j ZRN[ N aRZ]\_N_f T_\b]V[T \S V[QVcVQbNY` S\_ QRSV[RQ 
purposes, that takes place over a limited timeframe, such as hours or days. For example, 
events and gatherings include fairs, festivals, concerts, or shows and groupings that 
occur within larger, more permanent businesses, such as shows or performances within 
amusement parks, individual showings of movies on a single screen/auditorium within 
a multiplex, business meetings or conferences, or each party or reception within a multi-
_\\Z cR[bR) 9YN``_\\Z V[`a_bPaV\[ Of ̀ PU\\Y R[aVaVR` V` [\a N iTNaUR_V[Tj \_ iRcR[aj S\_ 
]b_]\`R` \S aUV` E_QR_)s D\_ V` N ZRRaV[T \S RYRPa\_`' V[PYbQV[T N[f ]_R]N_NaV\[' a\ 
perform the duties enjoined upon them by the Constitution and the laws of the 
9\ZZ\[dRNYaU N[Q \S aUR J[VaRQ HaNaR` N iTNaUR_V[Tj \_ iRcR[aj S\_ ]b_]\`R` \S aUV` 
E_QR_)ss

s
i@[aR_`PU\YN`aVP NaUYRaVP`j ZRN[` NYY NaUYRaVP P\[aR`a`' P\Z]RaVaV\[`' `P_VZZNTR`' \_ 
practices conducted ORadRR[ \_ NZ\[T `PU\\Y R[aVaVR`)sssss

s
i@[a_N`PU\YN`aVP NaUYRaVP`j ZRN[` NYY NaUYRaVP P\[aR`a`' P\Z]RaVaV\[`' `P_VZZNTR`' \_ 
]_NPaVPR` P\[QbPaRQ dVaUV[ N `PU\\Y R[aVaf)sss

s
i@[a_N`aNaR N[Q @[aR_`aNaR `]\_a` YRNTbR` \_ a\b_[NZR[a`j ZRN[` NYY \_TN[VgRd athletic 
contests, competitions, scrimmages, or practices regardless of what they are called and 
shall include, but not be limited to, club, travel, recreational, intermural, and intramural 
sports, and includes physical presence of persons from the same `aNaR \_ \aUR_ `aNaR`)sss

s
iHPU\\Y R[aVafj ZRN[` N ]bOYVP `PU\\Y' `PU\\Y QV`a_VPa' PUN_aR_ `PU\\Y' PfOR_ PUN_aR_ 
school, career and technology center, nonpublic school or private school in this 
Commonwealth that serves students that are typically in kinQR_TN_aR[ aU_\bTU T_NQR ,-)s

s
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Section 2: In-]R_`\[ ;V[V[T N[Q 7YP\U\Y HNYR`s

A. All in-person indoor dining at businesses in the retail food services industry, including, 
but not limited to, bars, restaurants, breweries, wineries, distilleries, social clubs, and 
]_VcNaR PNaR_RQ RcR[a` V` ]_\UVOVaRQ)sss

B. Outdoor dining, take-out food service and take-out alcohol sales are permitted and may 
continue, subject to any limitations or restrictions imposed by Pennsylvania law, or this 
or any other Order issued by me or by the Secretary of Health)ss

s
Section 3: @[Q\\_ >NaUR_V[T` N[Q <cR[a`ss

A. @[Q\\_ TNaUR_V[T` N[Q RcR[a` \S Z\_R aUN[ ,+ ]R_`\[` N_R ]_\UVOVaRQ)ss

B. Churches, synagogues, temples, mosques and other places of congregate worship are 
specifically excluded from the limitations set forth above during religious services. These 
institutions are strongly encouraged to enforce physical distancing and other mitigation 
ZRN`b_R` Na aURV_ TNaUR_V[T`)s

Conventions, retreats, and other gatherings that may be sponsored or held by these 
religious entities that are not the actual worship service are required to comply with this 
E_QR_)s

s
Section 4: EbaQ\\_ >NaUR_V[T` N[Q <cR[a`s

EbaQ\\_ TNaUR_V[T` N[Q RcR[a` \S Z\_R aUN[ 0+ ]R_`\[` N_R ]_\UVOVaRQ)sss
s
Section 5: 9N]NPVaf BVZVa` S\_ 8b`V[R``R`s

All in-person businesses serving the public within a building or defined area may only 
operate at up to 50% of the maximum capacity stated on the applicable certificate of 
\PPb]N[Pf' RePR]a N` YVZVaRQ Of ReV`aV[T \_QR_` a\ N `ZNYYR_ PN]NPVaf YVZVa)s

s
Section 6: >fZ` N[Q =Va[R`` =NPVYVaVR`s

@[Q\\_ \]R_NaV\[` Na TfZ` N[Q SVa[R`` SNPVYVaVR` N_R ]_\UVOVaRQ)s EbaQ\\_ \]R_NaV\[` ZNf 
continue, but all participants must wear face coverings in accordance with the Secretary 
\S ?RNYaUk` Updated Order Requiring Universal Face Coverings, including any 
subsequent amendments, and practice physical distancing _R^bV_RZR[a`)sss

Section 7: <[aR_aNV[ZR[a @[Qb`a_fs

All in-person businesses in the entertainment industry serving the public within a 
building or indoor defined area, including, but not limited to, theaters, concert venues, 
museums, movie theaters, arcades, casinos, bowling alleys, private clubs, and all other 
`VZVYN_ R[aR_aNV[ZR[a' _RP_RNaV\[NY \_ `\PVNY SNPVYVaVR`' N_R ]_\UVOVaRQ S_\Z \]R_NaV\[)sss

s
Section 8: Interscholastic Athletics, Intrascholastic Athletics, and Intrastate and Interstate 

H]\_a` BRNTbR` N[Q I\b_[NZR[a`s

Interscholastic athletics, intrascholastic athletics, and intrastate and interstate sports 
YRNTbR` N[Q a\b_[NZR[a` N_R `b`]R[QRQ S\_ NYY `]\_a`)sss

s
Section 9: F_\SR``V\[NY N[Q 9\YYRTVNaR H]\_a`s

Professional or collegiate sports activities may continue in accordance with guidance 
from the CDC and the Department of Health, without regard for the limitations set forth 
in sections 3 and 4 above; however, spectators may not attend such sports activities in 
]R_`\[)ss

s
Section 10: In-FR_`\[ <ea_NPb__VPbYN_ 7PaVcVaVR`s

In-person extracurricular activities are suspended. These extracurricular activities may 
OR URYQ cV_abNYYf)ss
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ss
Section 11: <SSRPa \[ <eV`aV[T E_QR_`s

This Order suspends and supersedes any provisions of my prior Orders and Advisories 
that are in conflict with its requirements, including Sections 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9 of my  Order 
for Mitigation, Enforcement, and Immunity Protections, dated November 23, 2020, for 
the period of time this Order V` V[ RSSRPa)s IU\`R ]_\cV`V\[` `UNYY _R`bZR RSSRPa V[ aURV_ 
R[aV_Raf b]\[ aUV` E_QR_k` aR_ZV[NaV\[) 7YY \aUR_ ]_\cV`V\[` \S aUR D\cRZOR_ -.' -+-+ 
E_QR_` _RZNV[ V[ SbYY RSSRPa)s

s
Section 12: 7baU\_Vaf \S B\PNY ;R]N_aZR[a` N[Q 8\N_Q` \S ?RNYaUs

Local governments and authorities may issue rules or orders relating to disease 
prevention and control which do not conflict with and are no less strict than the 
]_\cV`V\[` \S aUV` E_QR_)s

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
Section 13: Effective Date and ;b_NaV\[s

This Order shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on December 12, 2020, and shall remain in 
RSSRPa b[aVY 35++ N)Z) \[ AN[bN_f /' -+-,)s

GIVEN under my hand and the Seal of the 
Governor, at the city of Harrisburg, on this tenth 
day of December two thousand twenty, the year of 
the commonwealth the two hundred and forty-fifth. 

TOM WOLF 
Governor 


